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NOVEMBER 1989

CRF Newsletter
GREAT SCOTT CAVE
Washington County, Missouri

NORTIICOUNfRY

ROTUNDA

HIGHROAD

Great Scott Cave, one of Missouri's
principle bat caves, has been the subject of
a CRF mapping project for the past five
years. Since only one trip per year is
scheduled, owing to bat maternity and
hibernation seasons, progress has been
painfully slow. In order to save time, the
project builds on an incomplete Missouri
Speleological Survey map published in
1967 - this was a very detailed map for its
time, and large parts of it have been
adapted by resketch or sketch enhancement.
The mapped length of the cave stands at
2.4 miles, approximately half of which
has been surveyed or discovered since the
earlier map. Enough leads and tidy-up
work remain to ensure that the project will
extend into 1990. (See Missouri trip

report, p.JO.)
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INSIDE:
AWARD FOR PATIY JO WATSON
DIGGING FOR GYPSUM -Ken Tankersley
NEW CARLSBAD SUPERINTENDENTDick Venters
CAVE RESTORATION CAMPS- Dick Venters,
Tom Brucker, Mel Park
SIXTY DOLlARS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE Sarah and Bill Bishop
QUAKING CAVE- Spike Werner
REVIEW- KARST HYDROLOGY- Richard Zopf
PLUS: All the latest on MAMMOTH CAVE,
LILBURN, CARLSBAD, LECHUGUILLA,
AND THE MISSOURI OZARKS.
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Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst
For information about the CRF, write to: Ron
Bridgeman, CRF President, 4074 W Redwing
Street, Tucson, AZ 85741.

BULLETIN BOARD
ADDRESS CORRECTIONS: Moved? Missing
some copies? (The Newsleuer is not forwarded). Send
address corrections to Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia A venue,
Yellow Springs, OH 45387, with $1.25 for each back
issue requested.
NEWSLETTER DONATIONS: Those wishing
to contribute may send their tax deductible contributions
to Roger McClure, 4700 Amberwood Drive, Dayton,
OH 45424. Make checks payable to Cave Research
Foundation, and indicate that your donation is for the

Newsleuer .
BOARD RESIGNATION: Dr Norman Pace
regretfully announces his resignation from the CRF
Board of Directors. Norm cites overwhelming professional commitments. He will continue to be closely
involved with CRF, particularly at Mammoth Cave.
ADDRESS CHANGES:
Buz & Jenny Grover: 126 North Blair #2, Madison, WI.
Dr James Quinlan: Box 110539, Nashville, TN 37222
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Docs anyone have an interest
in recruiting photographers to participate in CRF
activities? Are there "retired" cavers who would love to
return for photographic work? Please contact Tom
Brucker (615-331-3568 or 331-9250) if you have any
interest in photo-documentation of CRF activities and
study areas.
CRF ANNUAL REPORT: Submissions for the
1989 Annual Report are due. Please send your contributions on cave and karst research, CRF related activities,
abstracts of papers given, talks presented, etc. to the
editor, Karen Lindsley, Route 9, Box 221, McKinney,

TX 75069. Text may be sent on disc as ASCII files.
Contributors will receive a complimentary copy.
CAVE BOOKS THANKS Dave Hanson, Rich
Wolfert, Roger McClure, and Peter and Ann Bosted for
their book selling efforts. This past year Cave Books
sold a record amount through retail and wholesale
distribution. Money earned provides funds to print the
CRF Annual Report and other Foundation publications.

Cavers United
The last quarter has seen a spate of weddings among the
CRF community - two of them on one day!
On July 29, Mammoth Cave chief cartographer Scott
House was married to Patty Melton in Greensboro,
North Carolina. The wedding was attended by Missouri
JVs Len Butts, Eric Compas, and Jerry Wagner. Scott
and Patty are living in St Louis, Missouri. Patty,
although not a caver, has already taken part in one
Missouri CRF trip.

On the same day, Harry E. Grover lli (aka Buz) and
Jennifer Lake were married at a park near Champaign,
Illinois. Official photographers for the wedding were
Rick Olson and Harry Grover Jr. The couple honeymooned in Champaign and in Madison, Wisconsin,
their new home. (See new address above).
In a prelude to the August Mammoth Cave expedition,
LaJuana Wilcher and Peter Gray were married in a
ceremony at the Mammoth Cave amphitheater on
August 4. Many JVs attended, including Stan and Kay
Sides, Richard and Mada Zopf, Jim Borden, Tom Black,
Claire and George Wood, and Kevin Neff. Mr and Mrs
Gray spent a speleological honeymoon at the
International Congress of Speleology in Budapest.
Congratulations to all three couples.

Proposed Great Basin Project
A working agreement is being negotiated between CRF
and Great Basin National Park, Nevada (see "Notes
From The President", August Newsleuer ). The proposed agreement has not yet reached the stage of detailed
project proposals, but projects under consideration
include survey and inventory of park caves, a restoration
project in Lehman Cave, and possibly a resurvey of
Lehman Cave. As a preliminary step, project director
Susan Hammersmith (University of California, Los
Angeles), has been collecting all presently available
information (cave locations, survey, inventory, bibliography, etc.), in order to assist the Park with upcoming
management decisions.
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PATTY JO WATSON RECEIVES NSS'
HIGHEST HONOR
At itc; annual meeting on August 4, 1988 in Sewanee,
Tennessee, the National Speleological Society awarded an
Honorary Life Membership to Dr. Patty Jo Watson. Dr.
Watson was cited for her distinguished contributions in
cave archeology, for which the NSS had earlier made her a
Fellow and had given her a Certificate of Merit. Because
much of her work has been supported by CRF and because
of her role in CRF's development, the Foundation is
especially pleased to join the rest of the caving community
in acknowledging her many contr!butions to speleology.
Dr. Watson, a Professor of Anthropology at
Washington University, St. Louis, began archeological
work in the Flint Ridge Cave System in 1963, and has
since worked extensively in caves in Kentucky and
Tennessee. She has concentrated on the recovery of
evidence for the origins and development of domestic plants
in the prehistoric Eastern Woodlands. Some of the most
important information about diet and plant usc comes from
2,000 to 4,000 year-old human paleofeces and botanical
remains from dry caves in the Midsouth. She has
undertaken experimental work to replicate prehistoric exploration techniques using cane and weed stalk torches for
light. She has published numerous articles and two books:
The Prehistory of Salts Cave, Kentucky (1969) and
Archeology of the Mammoth Cave Area (1974).
Dr. Watson is a former Director of the Cave Research
Foundation and presently directs the CRF Archeological
Project in the Mammoth Cave area. For five years she
taught Cave Archeology in the Western Kentucky
University Summer University in Mammoth Cave
program. In 1988 she was elected to tJ:le National
Academy of Sciences, the highest honor a scienlist can
attain at the national level.

Other CRF A wardees
CRF JV's were well-represented among award winners
at the NSS 1989 Convention. They arc a credit to the
Foundation and congratulations are extended to each.
Receiving Fellow of the Society awards were David
Jagnow and William Storage.
Russell M. Gurnee was this year' s recipient of the
Peter M. Hauer Spelcan History Award.
The National Caves Association award for best convention paper on a commercial cave was given to cave cricket
researcher Diana Northup for her presentation
"Reproductive Strategies of the Rhaphidophoridae of the
genus Ceuthophilus of Carlsbad Cavern."
In the cartographic salon, llob Richards won a blue
ribbon for his map of Cueva Tres Pisos, Mexico.
Honorable Mention awards were given to Don mack (No
Sweat Cave, Indiana) and Dave mack (Hanging Rock
Drop, Indiana).
In the highly competitive photo salon, a Medal Award
was given to Peter and Ann nos ted and Merit Awards
went to Peter and Ann llosted, Dave Bunnell, and
Carol Veseley. Honorable Mention awards were
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received by Dave Bunnell, Bill Frantz, Peter and
Ann llosted, Ralph Earlandson, and Carol
Veseley .

JIM QUINLAN LEAVES MAMMOTH
CAVE NATIONAL PARK
Dr James Quinlan, Mammoth Cave National Park
hydro geologist for the past sixteen years, recently left for a
job in the private sector. Quinlan, a long-time CRF
member, stated that he departed because of a "vehement
dispute" with Park Superintendent David Mihalic over
working conditions. In a negotiated settlement, Quinlan
was offered the opponunity to maintain his NPS position
in a transfer to the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
Rather then become what he termed "geologist-in-exile",
however, he chose to accept a position as senior hydrogeologist with ATEC, an environmental consultation
firm in Nashville, TN. He will specialize in tracing
environmental contaminants in karst terranes.
During his tenure at Mammoth Cave National Park,
Dr Quinlan established a hydrogeological research program
which has won world recognition. He has authored or coauthored over 100 papers on hydrogeology (one of which,
co-authored by Ralph Ewers, won a Geological Society of
America Paper-of-the-Year award), developed dye tracing
techniques, and supervised the exploration and mapping of
many hydrologically active caves in the Mammoth Cave
region. His program at MCNP centered on delineating
groundwater basins in the Mammoth Cave region, resulting
in greatly expanded understanding of groundwater flow
patterns in one of the world's premier kars t terranes.
In a letter to the Newsletter, Superintendent Mihalic
stated that Dr. Quinlan's past research record "did wonders
to increase the park's understanding of the way things work
hydrogeologically." Mihalic added, "It is imperative to
carry on L11e research program. We arc embarking on a
three year, $140,000 study of the water quality of the
subsurface streams in and around the park. We hope very
much to replace Dr Quinlan with a hydro geologist who can
build on the foundation laid by Dr Quinlan. However,
because that position has always been a regional office
research position, we find we are now competing with other
parks who believe their own needs for research scientists are
paramount."

CRF Scholarship helps NPS Staff Member
Mr Neil Vincent of the Mammoth Cave guide staff,
took advantage of CRF's karst field studies scholarship to
take the Western Kentucky University "Summer in the
Park" course in Speleology, taught by Roger Brucker last
July.

Historic Features Featured on Map for MCNP
CRF East recently produced a special purpose map of
historic Mammoth Cave at a scale of 250 ft : in ., showing
the locations of major historic features. TilC map was
drawn for MCNP Historian Bob Ward, and will be used to
illustrate an application for National Historic District status
for Mammoth Cave.
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DIGGING CRYSTALS: PREHISTORIC GYPSUM MINING IN MAMMOTH CAVE
a well-worn digging stick. Photographs taken shortly
Recent investigations in the Mammoth Cave
after the mummy's discovery suggest that the stick may
System have documented the prehistoric mining of
have been in Lost John's right hand at the time of his
gypsum crystals. These speleothems occur in loose
sulfate-rich sediments, at the interface between compact
death. Higher on the ledge are crystal-rich sediments displaying obvious digging marks. A lone crystal prosediments and the cave wall, and within partings on the
ceiling that fall, along with pieces of limestone, to the
trudes from a worked face - the digging stick used to
expose it remains on the ledge.
floor. Unlike gypsum crusts and flowers, which were
pulled, pounded, or scraped from cave walls and ceilings,
As an interesting aside, Mummy Ledge is not a
gypsum crystals were extracted by digging into sediment
unique archeological
or by removing
setting. Large
flagstone-sized pieces
breakdown boulders
of limestone from
on high ledges,
the cave floor.
pedestaled by preArcheological
historic mining, are
evidence of this
rather common in
activity includes:
the upper levels of
holes and associated
the cave system.
dirt piles (often
Not all precoated with a thin
historic mining was
layer of undisturbed
for gypsum crystals.
soot and dust),
Sediments heavily
numerous piles of
impregnated with
cane torch charcoal,
mirabilite salt were
digging sticks with
also excavated. A
well worn tips,
significant difference
marks on the exis that there are no
posed faces of sedidirt piles associated
ments made by
with mirabilite
pointed wooden
mines - the salty
implements,
earth was apparently
limestone and
removed from the
Selnite (gypsum) mining "Type Site" in Aint Alley, Mammoth Cave. The
gypsum "sorting
cave.
carbide lamp is in a shallow excavation pit. Photograph by Sam Frushour.
beds" or "tailings"
Four cane torch
up to three metres in
charcoal
samples
diameter, and holes
from
gypsum
mining
sites
in
Mammoth
Cave
and Salts
in breakdown ringed with the stones that have been
Cave
were
radiocarbon
dated.
Their
ages
range
from
removed from them.
about 3000 to 2400 years, comparable to radiocarbon
Prehistoric features and artifacts associated with
dates associated with other prehistoric activities in the
gypsum crystal mining are common and widespread in
cave system.
Mammoth Cave and Salts Cave. There has been
So why were gypsum crystals mined? Elsewhere in
extensive aboriginal digging in the sediments and rocky
aboriginal North America, translucent, sparkling
floor deposits of Flint Alley, Ganter Avenue, Black
substances were assigned mystical, magical, or symbolic
Chambers, Blue Spring Branch, Blackall Avenue, Sproperties.
In the case of gypsum crystals from the
Bend, Kinney's Arena, Acute Angle, Harvey's Avenue,
Mammoth
Cave
System, these properties may have been
Ranshaw Avenue, and Montie's Pass in Mammoth
enhanced
by
the
effort,
physical peril, and perhaps a
Cave, and in the P Survey, Dismal Valley, Mummy
perceived
supernatural
danger
involved in extracting them
Valley, and beyond Grand Forks in Salts Cave. While
from
deep
within
the
caves.
this list is by no means complete, these sites are
Kenneth B.Tankersley
exemplary.
(Co-investigators
on
this project include Patrick J. and
One of the most fascinating areas of prehistoric
Cheryl Ann Munson, Patty Jo Watson, SamuelS. Frushour,
mining in Mammoth Cave, at least from an historical
and John Bassett. This article is an abridged version of an
point of view, is at Mummy Ledge in Main Cave. The
essay that will appear in the Fall 1989 issue of the
sediments beneath the boulder that entombed the
MidContinental Journal of Archaeology.)
prehistoric miner "Lost John" contain numerous gypsum
crystals. Still lying on the ledge next to this boulder is
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LECHUGUILLA

The Cave:
The May-June expedition of the Lechuguilla Cave
Project saw a major breakthrough to the east. Initially,
attempts to break out eastward from the Ghost Town area
discovered earlier this year were frustrated. The best
remaining lead was the Aragonightmare, where two aidclimbing parties had already ascended 150ft. to a balcony.
A third party now completed this difficult climb, and found
a 40ft. diameter tube heading east. The tube - the Land of
Enchantment - was decorated with soda straws up to ten feet
long. The route extended for a sinuous 2000 ft. through
some spectacular and delicate aragonite frost work. There
followed a variety of passages ending at a junction with "a
very large, dark corridor". The breakthrough has been
compared to the discovery of u'le Western Borehole. The
new section, though, is not a simple, linear trunk but
rather a complex of passages, rooms, and pits of all sizes.
The area, although closer to the entrance than the other
extremes of the cave, takes significantly longer to reach:
some trips are lasting up to 72 hours. Hopes are high that
one of several good pit leads will intersect major passages
at a lower elevation.
The extension pushes the cave's eastern boundary
closer to Big Manhole Cave than to Lechuguilla's entrance.
But for the time being, "the cave is staying neatly centered
beneath the Wilderness corridor in Carlsbad Caverns
National Park."
The length of the cave, as of September 15, stands at
41+ miles.
(Information from Donald Davis via Rocky Mountain Caving ,
Summer, 1989.)

... and its minerals: Considerable progress has been
made towards understanding the bizarre u11dcrwatcr hclictitcs
which are among the most unusual speleothems discovered
in Lcchuguilla. Water samples collected by Dr Art Palmer
were analyzed at the University of Illinois, Urbana. The
results confirmed Dr. Palmer's hypothesis regarding the
helictites' mode of formation. The hclictitcs, which arc
composed of calcite, form in pools receiving run-off from
gypsum blocks. The in-flowing water is already close to
saturation in calcium carbonate before it flows onto the
gypsum (hydrated calcium sulfate). The addition of calcium
ions from the gypsum results in supersaturation in calcium
carbonate; the high sulfate concentration, however, limits
the rate of calcite precipitation until the water enters the
pool (which is also close to saturation in calcium
carbonate). Sulfate concentration then drops, allowing
calcite to precipitate. Since the concentrated solution enters
the pool as little "stringers", calcite precipitates out as
small, twisting hclictites.
The Politics:
The City of Carlsbad's Lcchuguilla Study Task Force
wound up its work last August in an atmosphere of
confusion and acrimony. Initially, t11e Task Force
recommended against attempting to develop tile cave. The
decision was founded on at least two major factors . 1) The
cave's location, under a wilderness area, would make tile
legal steps required to develop access extremely

problematical. The Task Force attempted to obtain a legal
opinion on whether or not tile Wilderness Act protected tile
cave per se, but were unable to obtain a clear
interpretation. (Bob Crisman, management assistant at
CCNP, however, stated that "tile best legal experts botll in
and out of government are saying the wilderness
designation for the land above the cave affords the
subsurface the same protection.") 2) Roy Davis, developer
of Cumberland Caverns, Tennessee, studied the cave and
gave his opinion that development would be extraordinarily
expensive and tllat the results "would not be pleasing".
The Task Force concluded "that the preservation of
Lechuguilla Cave is paramount and that it is in the best
interest of all concerned not to seek to develop the cave for
general use at this time." In an August 16 meeting,
however, the Task Force partly reversed itself, and voted to
recommend aggressive pursuit of increased public access if
future explorations make it possible. Carlsbad Caverns
Cave Specialist Ron Kerbo resigned from the Task Force in
protest, but later agreed to stay on as a dissenter. In
September, the Senate passed the Lechuguilla Cave Study
Act, which directs the NPS to study "tl1e most appropriate
way to protect and interpret Lechuguilla Cave" and to
"facilitate greater public enjoyment of other caves within
the park." The bill now goes to the House.
With the commercialization question at least
temporarily shelved, the tllorny issue of whether the cave
should be restricted to research or be opened for sport
caving begins to come to the fore. Perry Denton, a caving
member of tile Task Force, said t11at he favored cave
wilderness status for Lechuguilla, "if tile NPS would al low
only scientists into the cave. If we let people in who will
bring hack knowledge, I'm for it. If we let it be a cave for
recreational cavcrs, then we might as well write it off
because it will never be tile same." David Jagnow,
chairman of the LCP science committee expressed the
opposing view: "I think as in any wiidcrncss area, the
public should be allowed access to tile cave. In t11is particular case, however, tile public would have to be properly
trained before they could have access."
Meanwhile, t11e pro-development forces arc backing the
proposed establishment of a Cave Research Institute in the
Carlsbad area. 1l1c exact function of the proposed institute
is open to question but one of its chief roles would be to
educate t!JC public about Lcchuguilla Cave. In July, tile
US Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
passed a measure to establish the Institute- the bill is due
to be cons idered by the full Senate soon.
The New Survey:
1l1c Lcchuguilla Precision Survey Project (LPSP), codirected by James M. Hardy and Dr. Robert G. Babb II, is
underway as a joint project between CRF and LCP. Pen tax
Instruments has arranged a long-tenn loan to CRF of
$35,000 worth of equipment, including some state of the
art precision surveying instruments and a "photogrammctric
analytical measurement system" tllat will allow very
accurate cross section and scientific documentation photos
to be taken. Special training sessions arc being held to
instruct participants in the usc of t11c new equipment.
Continued p.IJ ...
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EXPEDITIONS
GUADALUPES
Putnam Ridge. March 26 - April 2
Leader, Fritzi Hardy
Ten JV's made a 16-mile, 6 hour drive to the
Putnam cabin in the back country of Carlsbad Caverns
National Park. The last nine miles is along a bonerattling jeep road. The cabin lies on the northwest edge
of the park, next to the National Forest boundary, and is
surrounded by trees. After camp was established, two
parties went out to check out the surroundings. When
one party had not returned by dark, two-way radio was
used to help them find their way home. All subsequent
trips ended before dark.
The hiking was easy to hard, the scenery beautiful,
the quiet all-enveloping, and the caves nowhere to be
found. Teams went out for about eight hours each day
in a search of the surrounding area. Many shelters were
found, including one that may tum out to be an
archeological site. Two cavelets with speleothems were
found; both were less than 200 ft. long and lacked a dark
zone. At the end of the fifth and last day, a possible
cave was sighted high on a ridge. It will be saved for
the next trip, scheduled for March 1990. This trip will
be limited to twelve people, and four are already signed
up - if you wish to go, please sign up early (see
Calendar on back cover).
Participants: Fritzi Hardy, Dick Venters, Jerry
Atkinson, Ted Lappan, Dennis and Kate Helfinstein, Bob
and Anita Pape, Julie Sotsky, John McLean.

Guadalupe Mountains National Park. Apri122 - 23
Leader, Cyndi Mosch
One of the main goals of the expedition was to
finish surveying Glori Cave. The previous survey,
however, was found to be unusable because previous
survey points were not recoverable. Time was therefore
spent on resurveying, and two or three more days of
effort may be required to complete the project. Vidal
DaVilla from the GMNP staff joined the survey team on
this trip. A survey of Iron Ball Cave was completed,
and the surrounding area was searched, without success,
for more caves. A party walked up Lamar Canyon and
explored several possible leads. This group also visited
the lower part of McKittrick Canyon, looking at the
geology and looking for possible caves. In addition,
Diana Northup and Joli Eaton went on a biology trip to
Lake Cave in Carlsbad Caverns National Park. A total
of 128 hours were contributed during this expedition.
Participants: Gerry Atkinson, Vidal DaVilla (NPS),
Dave Dell, Joli Eaton, Bill Greenlee, Ken Ingham, Cyndi
Mosch, Diana Northup, Victor Polyak, Mike Reid, Dick
Venters, Rich Wolfert, Bill Ziegler.

Carlsbad Caverns N.P, July 1-3
Leaders, Diana Northup and Kenneth Ingham
Thirteen JV's with a mix of surveying, biological,
geological, and photographic skills attended the
Independence Day expedition. They surveyed almost
900 ft., 300 ft of which was new survey.
In Lower Cave, five teams checked leads, connected
previous surveys, and mapped new sections of boneyard.
One of Corcoran's crews found that the upper fissure
above South Balcony (Natural Bridge) is more extensive
than shown on the map. Leads in the area will require
skilled climbers to minimize damage to the cave and
cavers. Dell's team resurveyed passages to tie Lower
Talcum Passage to the Back Alley, which has numerous
high leads. Dell's, Corcoran's, and Cabeen's teams
surveyed boneyard and checked for new boneyard leads.
Cabeen's party found two fossil beds with shellfish;
crinoids, gastropods, and possibly nautiloids. Several
small leads remain in this area.
Two parties made cross-sections in the Cave Pearl
Room (at least one more is still needed), surveyed from
the high south-eastern balcony to the canyon below, and
checked leads. Many of the leads need to be mapped,
and a vertical profile still needs doing. Another party
searched without success for an alternative route into the
Cave Pearl Room from the New Section boneyard. A
hole in the floor of the Doll's Theater, uncovered during
the June restoration project, proved to be only eight
inches in diameter. Based on the quadrangle maps, the
hole in the bottom of the pit probably connects with the
end of lower Jim White Tunnel. It should be possible
to shoot a survey line through the hole to tie-in this
connection.
A survey team went to Spider Cave to begin
reconnaissance and lead checking in the Plumber's
Nightmare. They noted several areas of the map which
need improvement. To pursue lead-checking in Spider
Cave, it is essential that we update the maps and
develop a cadre of people who know the cave well.
Biology teams set forty pitfall traps between the
culvert and Boulder Falls in Lechuguilla Cave. Each
trap was censused approximately 24 hours after it was
set. Several traps contained camel crickets (Ceuthophilus longipes or C. carlsbadensis ). One rhadine
beetle and one dipluran (bristletail) were also trapped.
Other camel crickets and rhadine beetles were found in
the area. The crickets ranged in age from sub-juveniles
to adults; both species were observed in the same area.
Eight pools were sampled for the possible presence of
micro-organisms. In Carlsbad Cavern, bat and cave
swallow guano samples were collected for Welboume
and Northup's pilot study of the seasonal changes in the
composition and numbers of invertebrates in the guano.
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There was a cleanup of spilled carbide near Matlock's
Pinch but the job wasn't completed owing to technical
difficulties. Restoration work is needed on the balcony of
the New Mexico Room. The newly discovered fossil bat
skeletons and soda straws in the New Mexico Room were
photographed; another photography crew took some shots
to illustrate Northup's talk at the NSS convention in
Sewanee, Tennessee (see Awards p.3). Corcoran conducted
training in survey techniques.
Parties:- Lower Cave - 1) John Corcoran, Barbara Luke, Jane
Winkler; 2) Dave Dell, Denise Richard, Duke McMullan, Bill Ziegler;
3) Dave Dell, Randy Cabeen, Bill Ziegler; 4) John Corcoran, Barbara
Luke, Kerry Hart; 5) Randy Cabeen, Kerry Han, Jane Winkler; Cave
Pearl Room - I) Dave Dell, Duke McMullan, Tim Moreland; 2) John
Corcoran, Barbara Luke; 3) Dave Dell, Barbara Luke, Randy Cabeen;
Doll's Theater- Barbara Luke, Dave Dell, Bill Ziegler, Kerry Hart,
Randy Cabeen; Spider Cave - Duke McMullan, Jane Winkler, Tim
Moreland; Lechuguilla biology - 1) Dick Venters, Kerry Hart, Tim
Moreland; 2) Diana Nonhup, Dick Venters, Kenneth Ingham; Guano
sampling - Diana Nonhup, Kenneth Ingham, Bill Ziegler, Dick
Venters; New Section cleanup - Bill Ziegler, Tim Moreland;
Photography - Kenneth Ingham, Bill Ziegler, Dick Venters, Diana
Northup.

Carlsbad Cavern. August 5
Leader, Jim Nance
Four cavers attended this one-day expedition; one party
was fielded. An extensive boneyard area known as the
Painted Canyon located near the Lunch Room was chosen,
since it had seen little exploration and survey work. The
crew mapped 140ft. in an upper level of the canyon.
Although the main passage had been surveyed, this upper
level had not, though it had signs of previous exploration.
The area was made up mostly of dry and dusty boneyard.
Good airflow was noted in several places but only a few
leads were checked owing to insufficient people and the
extensiveness of the boneyard. The entire area is fairly
tight, with high ceilings but very narrow walls and
boneyard obstructions. The dry, powdery dirt makes
breathing occasionally difficult. In one area, the cavers
were able to see people in the Lunch Room below through
several openings in the wall. No attempt was made to
continue over the Lunch Room because of the risk of rockfall onto those below.
One area contained some old scat, possibly from a
ring tail, but owing to the extreme dryness of the area no
other sign of cave life was noted. Several sections
contained extensive marine fossil exposures.
Participants:- Barbara Luke, Jim Nance, Dawn Reed, Bill Ziegler.

Note: The Carlsbad Cavern Labor Day expedition was
cancelled, due to scheduling conflicts with the Lechuguilla
Cave Project and the NSS Southwest Regional meeting.

MAMMOTH CAVE
Independence Day. July 1-8
Leader, Tim Schafstall
The Independence Day expedition was in some ways
disappointing. Few people were in camp for the entire
week and although an abundance of excellent cavers were in
camp through July 4, rain prevented exploration in all of
the major objectives- Smith Valley Cave, Running Branch
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Cave, and Hawkins/ Logsdon River. On the bright side,
over 2000 ft. of new survey and 14,000 ft. of resurvey was
accomplished, including completion of a major resurvey
traverse linking Colossal and Salts Caves. Five MCNP
staff members went caving -possibly a record- and several
productive meetings were held with NPS staff.
Several "small" caves were mapped, including the
major part of Long (Grand Avenue) Cave, where a party
mapped down and up the Bonzai Ladders to a breakdown
choke for a total of 1400 ft. Later, two crews began a
survey in the passage which once housed a mummy and in
another side passage, then joined forces to continue the first
passage to a terminus at a flows tone choke. Care is
required in Long Cave to avoid damage to the copious
cultural remains. All side passages deserve serious pushing
-a going low lead could really go.
Another party relocated Hackett Caves #1 and #2 and
Crow Caves # 1 and #2, near the Liule Hope cemetery.
Crow #2 and Hackett #2 were mapped, the Crows and
Hacketts were tied together with surface surveys, and a
rudimentary "step-log" was created [A step-log is a series of
detailed instructions for fmding a site]. Crow "Cave" #2 is
only 15 ft long -it deserves a new name and redesignation
as a sandstone rock shelter.
In Mammoth Cave Ridge a party continued
resurveying the Belfry/ Opossum/ Stevenson trunk for
1200 ft., ending within several hundred feet of the
Opossum/ Stevenson junction. The resurvey of Black
Chambers was completed with a survey of the low level
trunk (Mrs Gatewood's Dining Room) and the terminal
Mountain Dome. One final 300 ft. long cutaround was
completed by a second crew, who then put in another 300
ft. of new survey to define the south end of Ranshaw
Avenue, where the tube degenerates into a breakdown
scramble under Black Chambers.
Narrative and resketch work was accomplished in Blue
Spring Branch and its longest side passage; included was a
description of the real Blue Spring. A tiny inlet in the
lower trunk is labelled "Blue Spring" (probably by Leo
Hunt), but an examination of Lee's 1835 map shows Hunt
to be wrong - Blue Spring is a drippy area of flow stone at
the terminal breakdown
choke of the main passage.
\
Three parties went to Solitary Cave. One group
remapped a series of small rooms connected by a 500 ft.
long crawl way that extends from Solitary Cave to Coral
Grove Branch. Elsewhere in Coral Grove Branch, a party
resurveyed 300ft., extended the survey for a further 100ft.,
and noted several leads at Alexander's Pit. The third group
mapped 300 ft. in a damp side passage ending in flows tone
and too-tight drains.
Resketching in Fox Avenue, Marble Domes, and
Lower Robertson Avenue helped the Kentucky Avenue
sheet. The resketch crew then went to the Kentucky
Avenue Saddle and completed a link in the sub-Kentucky
Avenue talus maze. This party removed a fresh (though
empty) beer can- the second such found off-trail recently.
Farther east along Kentucky A venue, the Radio Room
Pit and an adjacent pit were surveyed. Only one lead was
noted,
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and it cannot be entered without damage to speleothems.
A 2400 ft. long resurvey was accomplished in East
Bransford and Cocklebur A venues.
In Flint Ridge, four parties surveyed in and around
Pohl Avenue. In the Foundation Hall area, Smith Pit
(90ft. deep, connecting to Smith Avenue) and Sarah's
Pit were descended and surveyed. A second party put in
400 ft of new survey around Textbook Shaft and
McClure Trail. Near Union Shafts, a crew mapped a
wet hands and knees crawl until the cold got to them.
Beyond, the passage opens into a pit with a wet drain - a
good lead. The fourth crew reshot some bad clinometer
data along Pohl Avenue.
In Lower Salts, the survey of the long Weller
Avenue craw I was extended by two crews for 2300 ft.
Working from the other end, a party went via Colossal
Cave to Lehrberger Avenue. They mapped a short side
passage to a breakdown choke with good air movement,
then continued along Weller Avenue towards Salts.
They noted unusual speleothems in Weller Avenuegypsum in flat, translucent plates. The Colossal and
Salts parties were unaware of their proximity until the
next morning when they compared notes. Next day, a
crew entered Salts Cave and mapped 1800 ft of comfortable crawlway to complete the link. They continued
farther along Weller Avenue, put in a 19-station side
passage survey linking to Lehrberger Avenue, and exited
through Colossal Cave. The entire Colossal-Salts loop
is now resurveyed. The last crew noted that in practical
terms "Weller Avenue will never be a popular route to
anywhere."
Angelo and Diana George visited the Rotunda to
continue their investigation of saltpeter mining in
Mammoth Cave. Larry Mallory and Karl Rusterholz
worked on their investigation of the bacteriology of cave
sediments. They recovered and processed cultures from
Olivia's Dome, set up fresh samples, and recovered
them on a later trip. They also visited a newer sample
site in an alcove containing saturated sand in Katherine's
Dome off Marion Avenue.
Thanks to Scou House for taking over camp for a day, to Larry
Mallory, Dave Hanson, Dick Market, Jim Kaufmann, Penny
Hitchcock, and all who helped with camp chores, to Oaire Wood
for managing camp, and to Sunny who proved again that you can
cook super food and still be under budget, and who managed camp
for many more days than she had expected.
Survey Crews: - Long Cave - I) Richard Zopf, Tim
Schafstall, Steve Fox, Dave Hanson; 2) Tim Schafstall, Jim
Kaufmann, Bob DcGross; 3) Scou House, Richard Zopf, Mark
Rocklin, Gary Bremen; Hackett & Crow Caves - Scott
House, Richard Zopf; Opossum Ave.· Doug Baker, Penny
Hitchcock, Eric Compas; Black Chambers • I) Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan, Karla Bradshaw, Kathleen Quint; 2) Sue Hagan, Scott
House, Jemma Wise, Dave Hanson; Blue Spring Branch •
Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan; Solitary Cave • I) Doug Baker, Scott
House, Bill Klin1ack; 2) Dan Raque, Karen Wi!lmes, Jim Kaufmann;
3) Richard Zopf, Dick Market, Andrew Porter; Marble Domes,
etc. · Mick Sutton, Kevin Downs; Radio Room • Dan Raque,
Jim Greer; Cocklebur Ave. ·Scott House, Richard Zopf, Mel
Park; Foundation Hall • Paul Hauck, Daryle Hensel, Paul

Cannaley; McClure Trail - Paul Hauck, Tom Brucker, Joe Kaffl;
Union Shafts - Paul Hauck, Jim Butler, Eric Compas, Joe Kaffl;
Pohl Ave. -Jim Kaufmann, Mark Rocklin, Lisa Siddens;
Weller Ave. - 1) Tom Brucker, Tom Black, Neil Hammond, Jim
Kaufmann; 2) Bob Osburn, Eric Compas, Karen Willmes, Jim
Kaufmann; 3) Mel Park, Richard Zopf, Dick Market, Jim Butler; 4)
Bob Osburn, Dick Market, Penny Hitchcock, Bill Klimack;
Saltpeter works - Angelo George, Diana George, Frank Reid;
Microbiology • Karl Rusterholtz, Larry Mallory, lemma Wise,
Scott House, Jim Greer.

July 31
Mel, Betsy, and Carrie Park completed a profile of
Lawton Cave, a small hole which overlies the historic
section of Mammoth Cave. A crude triangulation from
the entrance to the road gave an approximate entrance
location.

Summer. August 5-6
Leader, Stan Sides
The August expedition suffered from central
Kentucky's most oppressive heat and humidity. Thirtythree cavers attended- in addition, five British cavers
staying at Maple Springs participated in the expedition.
Surface activity was dominated by Dave Weller and
Jim Borden continuing their dig in the "Khan Shaft"
over Roppel Cave. Many expedition members went
over to assist. On Mammoth Cave Ridge, Stan Sides
relocated the collapsed Cox Entrance and recorded a step
log back to the road. The entrance was opened by
George Morrison in 1917 [not 1916 as reported in the
August Newsletter ]. He used the entrance for about
two weeks to continue his survey of the cave. Cox,
however, had sold his cave rights to the Colossal
Cavern Company, who enjoined Morrison from entering
the cave, later leading to the Kentucky appellate decision
Cox vs Colossal Cavern Company, 1925. A man
named Hunt was ordered to close the entrance to prevent
further entry. The collapsed entrance blows a large
amount of air - it's easy to see why the Markolfs Dome
area of Mammoth Cave is so cold in winter.
A history research trip went to Long Cave, where
DiBlasi and his party recorded 70-80% of all names with
dates, and photographed examples of signature clusters
and folk art. In Salts Cave, a party surveyed 1800 ft. in
the vicinity of Weller Avenue. This is a complicated
area, with numerous cutarounds and levels, and they left
more passage to be checked. Work resumed on the
Austin A venue survey, reached via the Colossal
Entrance - a party surveyed 2000 ft and still did not
reach Jones Shaft. Austin Avenue parties are using the
quick P-Survey route around Jones Shaft, discovered by
Jack Freeman in the early 1970's. All parties visiting
this part of the system should learn this route.
In Mammoth Cave Ridge, a party descended a 35 ft.
deep pit beneath Lower Robertson A venue, but the shaft
drain was blocked with gravel. In the wall of the pit is
a window, only inches high, onto Bransford Avenue.
Another party continued work on the West Bransford
chert-crawl maze, mapping 200ft in two uncomfortable
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crawlways. Good leads remain in this area, which needs
small, masochistic cavers. Work also continued on the
Ganter Avenue cutarounds, with 380ft of survey in
narrow, meandering canyons. There is more to be
mapped here.
Thanks to Kay Sides for a very efficient job of camp managemenL
Survey Crews: • Khan dig • Jim Borden, Dave Weller, and
others; Long Cave • Phil DiBlasi, Jan Hemberger, Richard
Hand, L. Hand; Lower Salts • Tim Schafstall, Penny Hitchcock,
J. Lynch, Steve Sides, Roger McClure; Austin Ave.· Mel Parle,
Karen Wilmes, W. Wallace, Bob Salika; Lower Robertson pit
• Howard Kalnitz, Dave Sides, R. Bennet, G. Tutton; Bransford
Ave. • Kevin Downs, Roberta Bums, Tim Barker, Bruce McKay;
Ganter Ave. ·Jim Greer, Steve Weinzapfel, John Walker, B.
Gray.

Labor Day, September 1-4
Leaders, Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan
The Labor Day expedition was rather lightly
attended, but those present achieved some high quality
work. In Mammoth Cave, 3800 ft. of passage was
mapped, most of it new survey and including some
interesting new discoveries. In addition, the.r e was work
on small cave survey and inventory north of the River.
One party had an exciting drive along the back roads
of the north side after their clutch ceased to function.
They nevertheless made it to t.\-je trail-head for Wilson
Cave, and made a revised step-log. They took entrance
photos and did a quick reconnaissance of the cave to add
information to the inventory sheet. They continued up
Wilson Cave Hollow, but failed to locate cave #343.
They did find a drafting shelter- probably a back
entrance to Wilson Cave - and a 4 inch diameter blowhole in the creek bed. Next day, a party continued the
survey of Running Branch Cave. In the base level
stream passage, they pushed the upstream survey for
three stations, and mapped downstream to a sump, for a
total of 250 ft. of cold, wet survey. A dry upper level
near the sump was mapped in August by a British Army
team but their survey was not available. Below the dry
level another very wet passage continues.
A party went to the Logsdon River L-Survey where
they mapped an upper level in the opposite direction
(north) from the fmd made there earlier this year. They
mapped 1200 ft. of large canyon ending at a 20 ft drop
into what is probably the main L-Survey passage.
In Mammoth Cave Ridge, work continued on the
Kentucky Avenue, Ganter Avenue, Main Cave, and Blue
Spring Branch sheets. The most interesting find took
place in the U-Survey canyon above Marble Domes (off
Lower Robertson Avenue). The first crew into this
lightly-visited passage since the mid 1970's extended a
low drain for 450ft. of steadily enlarging canyon, heading northwest. The passage continues. In the same
general area, another crew found unentered passage off
the upper cutarounds in Robertson A venue. They
extended a crawl beyond a tight spot for 300 ft of passage averaging 2 ft x 2 ft. Beyond, the passage
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enlarges somewhat for about 300 ft. before splitting
into two crawls.
Work continued on the Ganter Avenue cutarounds.
The one mapped this time was quite contorted - the sinuous canyon wrapped itself in a spiral around Ganter
Avenue before rejoining the main passage after 400ft
At the south end of Welcome Avenue, a 240ft long
cutaround was mapped. There are up to four levels in
this complicated passage.
The main framework for the Blue Spring Branch/
Roger's Avenue sheet was extended with a resurvey of
760 ft. long Ike's Path, a crouchway connecting El Ghor
to Emily's Avenue. It will form part of a loop back up
Emily's Avenue to Mary's Vineyard. A vertical crew
descended 35 ft deep Alexander's Pit in Coral Grove
Branch. The drain was too narrow to enter.
Biologists Paul Richards and Keshab Battacharya
from the University of Chicago reconnoitered rat latrine
sites in Davis Hall (Austin Entrance), White Cave,
Little Beauty Cave, and Great Onyx Cave. They will be
examining community structure, with particular attention to the rove beetles that occupy the top of the rat
guano food chain. There was a short trip to photograph
the absence of Floyd Collins in the Grand Canyon of
Crystal Cave.
Although not directly connected with this expedition, there was further work by CKKC and CRF cavers
on the Khan dig, overlying the Rappel section. The
somewhat unstable hole was improved by additional
shoring.
While everyone did their fair share, special thanks are due to Karla
Bradshaw. Jim Greer, and John Walker for help in the kitchen.
Survey Crews:- Wilson Cave - Tom Brucker, Dick Maxey,
Karla Bradshaw, Harry Grover; Running Branch ·Tom
Brucker, Sue Hagan, John Walker; Logsdon L-Survey • Bob
Osburn, Julie Sotsky, Dick Maxey; Marble Domes • Richard
Zopf, David Frazier, Greg Jones, Paul Cannaley; Robertson
Ave.· Dan Raque, Julie Sotsky, Kevin Downs, Neil Hammond;
Ganter Ave. • Jim Greer, John Walker, Bill Crafton;
Welcome Ave. • .Paul Cannaley, Cresant Smith, David Frazier,
Terri Hammond; Ike's Path • Bob Osburn, Cresant Smith, Terri
Hammond; Alexander's Pit • Kevin Downs, Bill Crafton, Neil
Hammond; Biology • Paul Richards, Keshab Bauacharya;
Photography • Harry Grover, Jim Greer.

MISSOURI
July through September
A large crew mapped a pit in an area of the Mark
Twain National Forest in southwestern Missouri covered by an application for an oil and gas exploration
permit. Poison Ivy Pit was reported to be 100ft. deep
and "miles" long. In reality, while the cave was 80ft.
deep, the horizontal extent was less than 150ft A
survey crew mapped down two short climbs and two
squeezes, (one of them through poison ivy) to a 35ft.
pit. The room at the bottom had no passable exits.
Another hole nearby, reputed to be a second entrance to
the cave, was even more anticlimactic. After running a
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arounds still to map. In August, the Forest
Service erected a bat gate across the wide
entrance to protect the colony of Indiana
bats discovered by a CRF crew last year.
The Forest Service is to be commended for
their prompt action to protect this colony.
A trip to Still Spring, the longest known
cave on the M1NF, netted another 800 ft
of alternating walking high canyon and
cobbly crawl which unexpectedly popped
out into the main upstream passage, bypassing several low, wet sections.
Powder Mill Creek Cave was again the
scene of much activity. In the upstream
reaches of the cave a party worked on a
tributary to the "Third Watercrawl". As has
often been the case in Powder Mill, close
attention to obscure leads paid off- after
100 ft. of wet, low-airspace belly-crawl the
A CRF mapping crew enters Poison Ivy Pit, Mark Twain National Forest
passage gradually enlarged to a 15ft. high
'
Missouri, while an NBC camera records the event for posterity.
canyon, well decorated with flowstone and
stalactites. Farther on was a large breakdown room,
800 ft. long surface survey to it from the pit, the crew
leading to a 7 ft. high elliptical tube. With 1100 ft.
mapped the cave- or rather cavelet. The 19ft. mapped
surveyed, the passage continues, though trending
is an exaggeration, as the survey began outside the
smaller.
There are several good side leads. Two crews
dripline. To add insult to injury, the Forest Service had
mapped about 500 ft. in tidy-up survey in the nearer
laid on TV and newspaper crews for the occasion (see
section of the Hell Hole series. Most of this was in a
photo.). A report of the explorations was aired on
small, multi-level canyon leading to a waterfall dome
KYKY TV, Springfield, Mo.
decorated with draperies - the canyon continues. In addiOperations Manager Scott House concludes that
tion, there was a photography trip along the main trunk.
"careful drilling would probably not intersect these
Off the Current River, Aliens Branch Cave yielded
caves. The question remains, however, as to what the
another
1000+ ft of passage, ranging from a stoopway
policy is if a void is encountered during drilling."
to ten feet high, ending at aT-Junction with a major
With plenty of time to spare, the crew visited a
unmapped tributary.
couple of other Forest Service caves. One party mapped
The annual Great Scott Cave trip added another
170' ft. long Lohmer Cave, the last 50 ft. of which was
1500+
ft. to the cave's length, bringing the total to
a low water crawl. A second party didn't get quite as far
about
2.5
miles (see cover illustration). The Bear Bed
with Currey Cave- after two shots the way was disputed
Inlet near the entrance was extended for a further 800ft.
by an uncooperative copperhead. Thinking cliscretion
of wet, sandy, virgin crawl way. This rather difficult
the better part of valor, they turned around in time to see
passage, now 1500 ft. long, continues with no sign of
another copperhead slither across the entrance. They
ending or improvement. Beyond the Mountain Room,
elected to brave the second snake, and promptly
the large trunk fragment discovered two years ago (the
abandoned the survey.
Rotunda) was mapped. The trunk is 76 ft wide at one
A party took a canoe trip to Brawley Hollow on the
spot and has some well decorated passages associated
MlNF Eleven Point district. They ran a surface survey
with it The crew finished up with some survey in the
to tie together the three adjacent Brawley Hollow Caves
off-Mountain Room maze, for a total of 700 ft There
in the valley bottom, and with some difficulty located
was resketch and resurvey to bring a section of the older
Tumbling Shoals Cave - although the cave is shown on
(1960's) map up to standard.
the USGS topo. map, it is small and well hidden in a
Survey Crews :- Poison Ivy Pit, etc. - Bob Osburn, Dave
briar patch. They mapped 90 ft of steeply descending
Porter, George Bilbrey, Doug Baker, Dave Hoffman, Jerry Wagner,
passage but were stopped by a 20 ft. pit which will
Sc_ott House, Tony Monroe; Brawley Hollow - Sue Hagan,
require vertical gear. The cave, once well decorated, has
~ck Sutton; Cave Hollow Cave - Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan,
Mike Nelson, Dolores Nelson, Jason Ferber; Still Springbeen much vandalized.
Doug Baker, George Bilbrey, Jim Kaufmann; Powder Mill •
On the M1NF Potosi District, two trips advanced
Upstream- Doug Baker, Jim Kaufmann, Steve Irvine, Mel Park; the survey of Cave Hollow Cave, Iron County. Five
Hell-Hole -1) Mick Sutton, George Bilbrey; 2) Doug Baker,
George Bilbrey, Steve Irvine, Jim Kaufmann; -Photographyhundred feet of small, twisting canyon passage finished
Scott Hous(_!, Patty House, Sue Hagan; Aliens Branch - Doug
the main line survey and increased the cave's length to
Baker, Steve Irvine, Jerry Wagner, George Bilbrey; Great Scott:
2000 ft There are three side passages and several cut-Inlet -Scott House, Sue Hagan; -
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Rotunda - Mick Suuon, Jim Kaufmann, Doyle McOellan; Resketch
- Paul Hauck, Mike Zimmerman.

LILBURN
September 23-24
Leader, Peter Bosted
There were only three participants in this mini
expedition. Peter Bosted, Brent Ort, and Greg
Cotterman went to the newly discovered maze north of
the Davis Exit and surveyed a narrow canyon that had
been noticed last time. After fifteen stations it connected back into known passage. They then used a
handline to descend River Pit to the main stream. Water
level was very low. They waded downstream to the end
of the survey and got into a breakdown complex that
they were only able to penetrate a short distance. On
the way back they surveyed two previously overlooked
walking-size leads; both ended in boulder chokes. The
second lead had a 50 ft. high chimney leading to a small
room. The total survey was 500 ft., using 55 stations.
Next day, the crew went to the northernmost part of
the cave - the Kleinbottle Complex - where they found a
new route between two existing leads. The passage was
about 200ft. long and was mapped using 16 stations.
There are more leads in this area.
This trip pushed the surveyed length of Lilburn
over the 11 mile mark, to about 11.1 miles.
Note: Lilburn trip reports from earlier this year will be
published in the February Newsletter.

NEW ENTRANCE TO
MAMMOTH CAVE
The Kahn dig on eastern Toohey Ridge, a project
led by Jim Borden and Dave Weller, recently became the
Khan Entrance - the twenty-second and easternmost
entrance to the Mammoth Cave system. The shaft was
excavated by Central Kentucky Karst Coalition and
CRF cavers over a 4-5 month period. Extensive work
was necessary to stabilize the 25 ft. deep entrance shaft.
A wooden framework was constructed and culvert pipes
and a locked gate were cemented in place. The entrance
leads into the Khan Hall area of the Roppel section.
Access to Roppel Cave had been virtually non-existent
since the fall of 1987, after the Weller Entrance became
unavailable. Exploration and survey in Rappel can now
resume. Access to the Khan Entrance will be controlled
by the CKKC.

Quote of the Quarter: "If God had meant the Earth
to remain in its pristine state, he would not have created
erosion." Ronald D. Karvinen, senior associate and
development engineer at Hughes Aircraft Company,
quoted in the Tucson Citizen, July 5, 1989.
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WALLACE B. ELMS - NEW
SUPERINTENDENT AT CCNP
On June 23, during the 1989 Carlsbad Cavern
Restoration Camp, Carlsbad Caverns National Park's
new Superintendent Wallace B. Elms and CRF
Guadalupe Escarpment Area Manager Dick Venters
discussed how CCNP and CRF can help each other in
the coming years.
Elms began his National Park Service career in
1956 as a supervisory tour leader at Carlsbad Caverns.
He comes to his new post from the superintendency of
Valley Forge National Historical Park, Pennsylvania,
where he has served since June, 1981.
Elms feels that cave management is something the
NPS needs to work on, and that there needs to be closer
cooperation between all cave management units and
agencies, especially those within the NPS. He hopes
that, through adequately prepared and planned seminars
and meetings, managers can come up with programs
that will "succeed in preserving caves". Elms thinks the
NPS is moving in the right direction by trying to offer
better experience to those who work at CCNP. He
gives credit to CCNP's Ron Kerbo, who holds the
unique title of 'Cave Specialist', along with all others
working at the Park, for enhancing the preservation,
exploration, and study of the Park's caves.
Referring to Lechuguilla Cave, Elms states that
the Park is very concerned that the exploration and
scientific studies might inadvertently damage the cave.
He plans to put into effect certain safeguards to keep
damage from occurring. These plans include programs
to monitor activities within the cave in order to ensure
that all exploration and research activities conform to
the Park's idea of preservation and minimal impact.
The Superintendent also discussed the Cave
Research Institute (CRI) proposed for the Carlsbad area
(see Lechuguilla, p.5). Elms sees the CRI as
potentially enhancing cave research not only at Carlsbad
Caverns and Guadalupe Mountains National Parks, but
also on the surrounding Bureau of Land Management
and Forest Service lands. The research institute, if it
becomes a reality, will provide opportunities for cave
managers and cave researchers throughout the US and
the world. Elms anticipates that CRF and other
volunteer groups would have a close partnership with
the institute. He hopes that, through the institute, the
knowledge and experience CRF has gained will be used
to help preserve the cave resources. Elms states that
CRF has been successful in preserving caves for many
years, most recently demonstrated by cave restoration
projects in National Park caves.: "There will always be
a need for such a highly qualified and dedicated volunteer
group."
Dick Venters
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Carlsbad Cavern Restoration Project, 1989
The 1989 Carlsbad Cavern Restoration Field Camp, a
joint project between CRF, NSS, and NPS, concluded on
June 23 after five days of fellowship an work with 31
happy, satisfied cavers. This year's volunteers were from
diverse backgrounds and carne from as far away as Vermont
and Washing-ton State. Their caving skills and abundant
enthusiasm were put to good use in restoring 8600 ft2 of
cave floor. Areas along the visitor's trail between the
Chinese Theater and the Doll's Theater (see map) were dug,
cleaned, picked, de-linted and refilled in at1 effort to bring
this portion of the cave back to as near a pristine state as
possible.
The effort uncovered a large pool area across from the
Chinese Theater, a rimstone lily pad area alvng an existing
pool, and a plethora of popcorn, rims tone, flowstone, and
other speleothems which had been covered with red-orange
clay during trail construction in the 1930's and 1940's. An
effort to refill areas excavated for trail building was startedthe trail builders had removed material from a flowstone and
clay mound across from the Chinese Theater. Much of the
debris removed from the restored areas (clay, broken
speleothems, and rock) was used to refill this damaged area.
The many-colored clays and rocks were systematically
blended to try to bring the refilled area into balance with the
essence of surrouncling spcleo-topography. Looking at the
area now, it is hard to envision where the original incursion

took place. It is also hard to imagine that 34 tons of
material - the total removed from the restored areas - was
used to refill this and two other smaller holes.
Each evening there was after-hours activity, including
video and slide shows, to keep the volunteers busy. Two
days were set aside for off-trail photography excursions.
In sum, this year's restoration project was a complete
success, due the 1200 volunteer hours put in by the coordinators, their assistants, and the volunteers. I wish to
thank each volunteer for their enthusiasm, backing, and the
supreme effort they all put forward.
The project is proving so popular that the 25 slots for
next year's camp are already filled! We are considering
expanding to two week-long camps per year, one following
the other (possibly, the second and third weeks of June,
1990- there will be more information forthcoming).
Volunteers:- Pixie Alford, Annette and Bruce Baker, Michael Bednortz,
Dawn Burow, John Clardy, Pat Copeland, John Cochran, Dorothy and
John Corcoran, Dave, Sue, and Cathi Ecklund, Buz Grover, Dennis and
Kate Hclffenstein, Andy Johnston, Doug Kent, Mike Mansur, Jim
Nance, Dolores and Mike Nelson, John Mcintyre, Bart Rapp, Sue
Schooler, Michael Soldin, Bill Thomas, Dick Venters, Art Wallace,
Jim White(!), Bill Ziegler.

Dick Venters

Restoration Camp at Mammoth Cave National Park
TI1e National Speleological Society has co-sponsored
cave restoration projects around the country with the goal
of undoing man-made changes to portions of tourist caves.
The target for this year's project at Man1moth Cave
National Park, selected by Park Historian Bob Ward, was
the long wooden stairway down to the "lake" in Great Onyx
Cave. CRF's role was to treat the Restoration Camp
attenders to a scenic tour at the end of their eight day work
period.
Participants were NSS cavers, mostly from the
Midwest, augmented by a dozen or so members of the
British Army Caving Association. The latter were
incredibly fit members from all the British services, as well

as a few civilians, visiting the USA for a month-long
expeclition in Tennessee and Kentucky cave country. The
heavy work became something of a game with these
physical fitness fanatics. An informal race began to see
which team could get a wheelbarrow full of heavy debris to
the entrance the quickest. The best times Before Brits were
about twenty minutes -one British team was able to do it
in just over five minutes!
After the camp, Mel Park took some of the cavers into
the Austin Entrance as far as Brucker Breakdown and into
lower Crystal Cave about halfway to Floyd's Lost Passage.
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Meanwhile, Tom Brucker, aided by Dan Raque and
John Walker (a British scientist now living in Memphis,
TN), took twelve British and NSS cavers through the
Mammoth Cave- Flint Ridge connection route pioneered
by Tom and Janet Alfred in 1984. Although no-one on the
party had been through the entire route, route-finding
wasn't a major problem. The way leads through Ganter
Avenue to Albert's Domes and out to Janet's River. They
managed to stay dry along this section of small, damp
passages and weren't really tested until they reached the
intersection with the original connection route beyond the
Tight Spot. Several folks went through the Tight Spot one skinny person did it standing up! At the Duck-under,
insanity broke out as Tom introduced the caver quack
('There's a duck under here!"). Rubber noses appeared on
two cavers, and a few sailor songs were sung . By the time
they reached Turner Avenue, feet were dragging, but the
scenery kept the party alert. Conservation was rigidly
practiced through the gypsum zone. The Pohl Avenue exit
was a dull blur. Several participants exclaimed that this
had been the trip of a lifetime. Tom encouraged all to
continue their trip by participating in CRF projects.
Mel Park and Tom Brucker

Lechuguilla ... continued from p .5
Almost all of the current mapping in Lechuguilla has
been done with hand-held Brunton or Suunto compasses,
without the use of backsighting. While this is useful for
basic mapping and for support of exploration, the survey is
essentially uncontrolled over long distances . The Pentax
equipment, including an electronic total station instrument
up to ten times more accurate than the current CRF
theodolite, will pin down the exact location, depth, and
extent of Lechuguilla Cave and will help tie down all of the
survey work which has been performed by the LCP. The
results will be a detailed knowledge of the location of the
cave with respect to surface features and boundaries, and a
controlled map accurate and detailed enough to serve the
needs of both scientists and the National Park Service.
Hardy and Babb estimate that precision surveying and
cartography to tie in the major currently known areas of
Lechuguilla will require a one-week trip every other month
for three years. The goal for the first year is to survey out
to the end of the Western Borehole which averages about
300 meters (1000 ft.) below the cave entrance and requires
that the survey line go through two deep vertical drops and
several steep passages. The goals of the second and third
years will be to survey the eastern and southern extents of
the cave. In addition a vertical control survey (at least) will
be extended to the deepest point in the cave. TI1e first trip,
which took place in September, extended the survey line to
the top of Boulder Falls.
Volunteers for this project are earnestly solicited.
Working with these sophisticated instruments is an
experience many cave mappers would doubtless enjoy.
Volunteers must, of course, be vertically competent, and
should be prepared fer moderately long trips . See back
Icover for the trip schedule.
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LEVERAGE

The Cave Research Foundation gives considerable
leverage on investment in research. With only modest
fmancial backing, it can produce remarkable results. The
reason is straightforward; CRF is a volunteer organization.
The labor that is our "foundation" requires no funding,
allowing us to get the most from our monetary resources.
CRF has supported a large number of professional
publications far exceeding what might be expected from the
fmancial investment. It has had an enormous influence on
the body of scientific and related literature about caves and
karst, by supporting:
- 250 professional papers
- 30 management reports
- 24 maps or folios of maps
- 13 PhD theses
- 12 Masters theses
- 20 books (scientific and adventure)
- 450 other publications or presented papers.
We take some pride in these accomplishments. For
the last ten years the Foundation has supported professional
publications at a rate of twelve per year. That would be a
reputable record for a major government laboratory or a
small department in a university.
Our research has proven valuable to the National Park
Service, and our management reports and advice are widely
sought. We give these services for the public good without
cost to the agencies or others who seek our counsel.
The financial investment in these accomplishments is
small indeed. The early budgets of CRF were in the range
of a few hundred dollars per year. They grew to about
$5000 in the late 1960's, to about $30,000 at the end of
the 1970's, and they are about $50,000 today. After
inflating the early years' figures to make them equivalent to
1989 dollars, the record shows that CRF has spent a little
more than $1,000,000 over the 30 years of its existence.
To calculate the length of our "lever", compare this
record with the usual research investments. The Federal
Government pays between $100,000 and $300,000 to
"buy" the research behind a professional publication. It
spends about $200,000 to support a PhD thesis.
Management reports go for $50,000 to $200,000. The
"other publications" might cost $10,000 each. In total, the
government would expect to spend more than $60 million
to "buy" the same results that CRF has produced for just
over $1 ,000,000.
Our sponsors enjoy exceptional leverage. CRF
stretches each dollar it invests to give over $60 worth of
results- an outstanding model of successful volunteerism.
Sarah and Bill Bishop

CRF Newsletter
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CAVEQUAKE!
On June 25, 1989, caving took a new tum for me.
I've been climbing, swimming, sliding and squirming
through caverns large and small since 1933. Since that
first portal-to-portal experience at Cliff Cave, south of St.
Louis Missouri, I've heard the question, "What would it be
like there was an earthquake while you were in a cave?"
As my years accumulated, I learned to be pretty blase
about such matters. Of course all about me were great
blocks which had at one time been parts of ceiling or walls,
but over a million years? Why, a cave is a pretty sturdy
place. Furthermore, I have never met anyone -not even a
paid tour guide - who was in a cave during an earthquake.
My experience with lava-tubes is new. Before our
move to the Big Island of Hawaii in 1987, I had stuck my
nose into one at Sunset Crater, Arizona and one at Mt.
Lassen in northern California. My impression of lava
caves is still largely one of confusion. Some of the caves
resemble the rolling boil at the surface of a porridge-pot,
suddenly frozen in mid gurgle with bubbles in various
states of rise and burst, and often connected below by
tunnels. Other caves form like rivulets of wax descending a
squat candle, bursting from time to time at ~ei~ sides to
create levies of frozen magma, and then contmumg onward,
skinning over as they go, scattering into capillari~s and
coalescing again below, and then, through a skyltght or
other break in the skin, sucking air, running dry and
draining at last to leave a shiny inner surface of pal1oehoe.
Long before the NSS and the CRF, Hawaiians have
been burying their dead in these dark retreats. These are
sacred and magical domains of the Goddess Pel e. One in
particular, located in Leilani Estates, is situated on the rift
from which the Java of Kilauea Volcano percolates. For
security reasons this archaeological site will remain
unnamed . It underlies a series of spatter-cones, and trends
roughly southward for about300 yards before becoming
impassible.
The entrance slants steeply to a depth of 80 feet from
an opening of about eight feet in height and .fift:e? feet. in
breadth. This was to be a short photographic viSit. With
me were friends from the mainland who wished to see a
burial, sworn to secrecy and indoctrinated in the
propitiatory rites prescribed for such transactions with the
Goddess.
Samir, age 10, was stationed at the bottom of the
entrance-way, Angie was halfway down-slope with me
steadying her hand. Samir 's father was just starting down
from the mouth of the cave. A hundred feet farther on a
skylight opened from the apex of a spattercone - the
revealed sky was lacy with ohia branches and staghorn fern.
The conformation of the passageway was roughly that of a
ship's hull except for the high arch to the ceiling.
Actually, not a bad geometry if one were to be in an
earthquake, except for a few ominous boulders along _the
walls that had obviously come from somewhere. This cave
is probably only 300 or 400 years old, so my guess is that
most of the loose boulders fell in the first few big
temblors.
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My knees were bent when the floor rose under them.
Samir's father shouted, "Run!" And when the floor descended
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again it wasn't quite so far that my legs were straight
before it rose once more.
What do you do when these things happen, duck under
a taDle or into a doorway? If things are going to fall, who
is to say what and where? Why not stay put - or was I
being indecisive?
What of my guests? Had I led them into tragedy?
What kind of rescue or mopping up was to await us when
the shaking stopped? I've seen the world turn wavy before
-several lively temblors during twelve years spent in
California- and have been deeply terrified, but this was not
the same. I was responsible for these people, and if
possible I would see the thing through. This time the
quake did not feel threatening to me personally because I
was too scared of the possible impact on my guests.
The sensation was one of keeping one's sea-legs when
in the hold of a ship which has been turned abreast of the
seas to ride out the storm. If I were given the choice abreast or abeam - this would have been it. If we had taken
this 6.1 magnitude ride a-beam, I think the fallout from the
ceiling would have been monstrous instead of the spate of
soil and sand that dusted upon us. Near the mouth of the
cave one jagged boulder of about 100 pounds teetered,
flopped over and came flumping slowly down the slope,
finally skidding to a stop about five feet from where I
stood. A languid threat at best.
In all, the shaking lasted about fifteen seconds mighty short for the emotional eternity of the experience.
In the ensuing quiet, I descended once more and retrieved
lantern and camera, apologized to Madame Pele for past
transgressions, and departed.
I used to wonder what it would be like to be in a cave
during an earthquake. Well, up to a Richter 6.1, now I
know!
Spike Werner
Spike Werner needs little introduction to many Newsletter
readers, or to readers ofThe Longest Cave. He played a lead!nJZ
role in 1960-61 in integrating four major caves into the Flmt
Ridge Cave System .
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THE UNDERGROUND READER

Karst Hydrology: Concepts from the
Mammoth Cave Area
edited by William B. White and Elizabeth L. White. Individual
chapters are authored by William and Elizabeth White, J.ohn
Hess, Stephen Wells, James Quinlan, Ralph Ewers, Thomas
Brucker, Angelo George, George Deike, and Arthur Palmer.
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1989, hb, 346 pp. and two maps.
Available from Cave Books, 5222 Eastland Drive, New
Carlisle, OH 45344: $58 plus $1.50 S&H.

The common theme beyond the discipline of hydrology
that these ten authors pursue in twelve well illustrated
chapters is a desire to understand Mammoth Cave. The
editors call this work a "progress report", but it is far more.
The authors are all friends of and participants in the Cave
Research Foundation and the strength of the book parallels
that of CRF.
The book is a testimony to the complexity of cave
development and is an inspiration to anyone trying to
understand caves. It provides the basic background
necessary for understanding hydrology in the Mammoth
Cave area and includes references to pursue for further
details and concepts. While the authors have taken many
different approaches over a more than thirty year period, the
book is held together by explanations of both widely
accepted and original concepts of karst hydrology, and by
being a history of research techniques and views.
These scientists worked hand in hand with the
explorers of the area's caves and may have been the flrst
speleologists working in the Mammoth Cave area to realize
that hydrologic boundaries were more critical than
exploration boundaries when trying to understand the
system. They have appreciated the value of working in a
large cave system: the data may be overwhelming, but the
sample size offers more reliable results.
The book supports project caving by the authors' uses
of basic cartographic data and by providing basic
hydrological concepts which can aid the explorer. Over and
over, the indirect analysis of the hydrologist is conflrmed
(or modifled) by exploration and at the same time steers the
explorer towards the most likely discoveries. The authors
have combined theory and practice to the extent that the
dedicated caver is challenged, but not overwhelmed.
While this book may be most valuable to the
Mammoth Cave area researcher, its style can be appreciated
by the lay caver and the professional hydrologist. It is an
inspiration and guide to future hydrological research and is
the synergistic result of the efforts of many dedicated
speleologists.
Richard Zopf
Richard Zopf has been one of the leading explorers of
Mammoth Cave for the past seventeen years. Recently, he has
taught Western Kentucky University "Summer in the Park"
courses in karst geology and advanced exploration techniques.

coming attractions:
Cave Books will print Stan Sides' Trail Guide to
Mammoth Cave National Park this winter, the fourth
book published with the generous support of CRF cavers.

The Trail Guide will contain interpretive information on
surface karst features visible from trails within the Park.

recommended reading:
Compass and Tape for Spring, 1989 contains a
thoughtful and interesting analysis by John Ganter of the
application of Computer Assisted Drafting techniques to
cave mapping. Ganter concludes that CAD may be helpful
for relatively small, simple maps, but at least for the
present, becomes increasingly problematical as the size and
complexity of a map increases. Compass and Tape is the
quarterly publication of the NSS Survey and Cartography
Section. Subscriptions ($4.00 per year) and back issues
may be obtained from Rich Breisch, 4735 Mount Ashmun
Drive, San Diego, CA 92111.

correction:
The note on Atlas of the Great Caves of the World in the
August Newsletter missed a few credits. Courbon and
Chabert' s book was revised by Claude Chabert and Peter
Bosted. Basted drew 25 new maps to accompany the new
edition. Proofreading was coordinated by Ann Basted.

PROBLEMS CONTINUE FOR MC
REGIONAL SEWER PLAN
The Caveland Sanitation Authority lacks
approximately $4 million needed to complete the
Mammoth Cave regional sewage plan, which will link the
communities south and east of Mammoth Cave National
Park, and the Park itself, into one sewer network. Sewage
lines between Cave City, Horse Cave, and the Green River,
and new treatment plants in Cave City and Horse Cave are
close to completion, but sewage lines linking Cave City,
Park City, and Mammoth Cave National Park have yet to
be started. Park City presently has no sewage system, and
is a major source of contamination of subsurface water
flowing into the park.
The shortfall in funding has been blamed on cost
underestimates, design changes, and slowdowns due to
political inflghting among local, state, and federal
bureaucracies. The delay in putting Park City customers
on line has resulted in unpopular rate increases for the
remaining communities. As of this writing, there is no
indication of where the necessary funding may come from.
Another threat to the region's groundwater quality is a
proposed Hart County landfill. The site is surrounded by
sinkholes, sinking streams, and caves, making groundwater
contamination almost inevitable should the landfill be
approved. The proposal is presently being reviewed by the
State of Kentucky's Division of Waste Management.

CALENDAR
GUADALUPES
Lechuguilla Precision Survey Project, Nov. 1826. Jim Hardy 505-345-1709. Thi s will overlap with
the regular Thanksgiving expedition (below).
Thanksgiving, Nov. 23-26, at Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Bruce Baker 405-234-2963.
New Year, Dec. 30-Jan.1: The New Year's trip will
be spent researching trip reports and other files in
Albuquerque, NM. Contact Dick Venters 505-892-7370.
President's Day, February 17-19. Contact Dick
Venters 505-892-7370.
Lechuguilla Precision Survey Project, March
24-30. Jim Hardy 505-345-1709.
Notify the expedition leader, the area manager (Dick
Yenters, 505-892-7370), or the supplies coordinator (Bill
Ziegler, 505-262-0602) at least one week in advance.
MAMMOTH CAVE
Thanksgiving, November 22-26. Phil DiBlasi 502588-6724 (w).
New Year, Dec . 27-Jan. 1. Paul Cannalcy 317-8625618
President's Day, February 16-20. Tom Brucker
615-331-3568
St. Patrick's Day, March 16-19. Leader LObe
announced.

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O.BOX 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

ADDRESS CORRECfiON REQUESTED

Geor-ge Vetr1
40 19 Ram soate

~on Antonio, TX 75230

Spring, April 20-23. Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan 314546-2864
Memorial Day, May 25-28. Jim Borden 301-8699141
Independence Day, June 29-July 8. Tim Schaffstall
302-731-2801
August, August 3-6. Dan Raque 502-459-7337
Labor Day, August 31-September 3. Stan Sides 314335-1469
Columbus Day, October 5-8. Bob Osburn 314-7725813
First and l_a~t dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify
the expedtl.lon leader or Operations Manager (Mel Park,
901-272-9393) two weeks in advance.
MISSOURI
Nov. 18-19; Dec. 16-17; Jan. 20-21; Feb.17-18
Most trips arc based at the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. Notify Scott House (314-287-4356) or Doug
Baker (314-878-8831 ).
NOTE: At both Mammoth Cave and the Guadalupes,
t~er~ arc occasional logistical problems caused by people
stgnmg up for expeditions and not showing up. If you
cancel after the food for an expedition has been purchased,
you may receive a letter requesting a contribution for food
expenses. Bill Ziegler, Guadalupes area food coordinator,
suggests that for an additional fee your uneaten meals can
be mailed to you.
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